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THE AQUANUT



Well, hasn’t Melbourne’s fickle weather turned it on
(& off again)! We have seen beach goers descend on

west and beyond - staying into the night to stay cool
and enjoy our fabulous corner of the world. Our very

You may have seen some new faces wearing the red
and yellow. A whole new cohort of SRC and Bronzies
completed their training in December. Congratulations

to you all and welcome to patrol.

own local Willy Willy (whirlwind) even dropped in
for a visit right on top of our patrol tent leaving

patrollers with a mangled structure but luckily no

Williamstown from an ever-widening extent north,

injuries (images later in this newsletter)

Our volunteer patrols have had their work cut out with
a busy start to the year. While our focus is the water,
missing children, VicPol incidents and beach-based

concerns are also managed. Many thanks to those off
duty patrollers who jump in to help when the need

arises. This teamwork is what makes our community
so strong and Willi Beach such a great place to patrol.

Claire
Howell















One of our juniors who has raised eyebrows is Noah Chapple, who won the recent U13
Ironperson competition along with his impressive Willi team mates.

Unless you happen to be following the competition teams, either physically or on social

Noah was selected by LifeSaving Victoria to join the Victorian Pool U14 Development
Team which has been training and competing together this week.

media, you may not be aware of the amazing successes our members have had around
the state.

Our younger competitors benefit from watching and training with some of our older
stellar performers, whose input is invaluable.

The newsletter is an opportunity to raise awareness of individuals and in this edition we
spotlight Noah Chapple.

Quite the character around the club.

Noah
Chapple

Spotlight on



The BIG Summer Read is a statewide
reading program aimed at reducing
children’s slide in literacy skills over

Hobsons Bay Librarians Georgia and
Laura had a blast at Williamstown Life
Saving Club giving away free Childrens
Books and signing families up for the

BIG Summer Read.

Summer and is open to children from
0-18 years.

Studies have found that children who

Georgia and Laura

receive and read free books over summer
experience the equivalent of attending

three years of summer school. We
brought five boxes full of books to give
away to the community! Thank you for
supporting us in this unique outreach
opportunity and chance to talk books

in the salty air.

Beach library



• I started surf boat rowing in 2022 to

community have been amazing at

• It hasnt been easy to overcome my
fear of the water but the Williamstown

supplement my current health and fitness
routine.. fully aware of my discomfort

in the water
• it has been a lifelong goal to overcome
this fear, learn to swim, be confident in

my own abilities and at ease in the open
ocean

supporting me through swimming lessons,
always being patient with me, and

keeping me motivated and encouraging
me along my journey

• After only a few months I have achieved
a few things that I never really thought
i could; I am much more at ease in the
water, technically a better swimmer,

and close to achieving prerequisites for
my bronze medallion

Brooke
Alvar

Charlie Evans

I hope Brooke’s quick story might inspire
others who have struggled with

swimming or may have anxiety around
the open water. Brooke has taken that
fear and is using it as motivation to

become a fitter and stronger athlete. It’s
a joy working with someone who commits
to the process and follows the program

to mastering new skills.



WANTED - MASTERS COMPETITORS





recipients were:

Recent vouchers were awarded to some
outstanding volunteers. The vouchers
were in the form of movie tickets for
The Sun Theatre in Yarraville and the

Sarah Chibnall – who assisted with
edging the pool area garden.

Liam Keogh – great assistance provided
at the pool helping a young girl.

Jose Blasco - great feedback from a
weekend patrol.

Bronnie (Bronwyn) Rowleson - helping
with BBQ and Starfish Nippers and

setting up Park Run Willy.
Jessica Thomas - Also helping with

Starfish Nippers. Recent Bunnings BBQ,
Silver Salties and general valuable

hands-on approach.

OUTSTANDING
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